Somewhere in Molenbeek

Somewhere in heaven
Belgium counter-terror raid

Two suspects held in raids in Brussels

One suspect held in Berchem

Nine suspects held in Molenbeek

Two people killed in counter-terrorism raid in Verviers. One suspect held
“You go to Brussels ... it’s like living in a hellhole right now.”

DONALD TRUMP
REPUBLICAN U.S. PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

POLITICO
Belgium is a beautiful city

DONALD TRUMP
U.S. REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

...but a beautiful one
1. How to start an architecture office before Instagram?
2. Some ways to identify a “good architecture”?
3. Our house
North-South railway junction through Brussels
North-South railway junction through Brussels then
North-South railway junction through Brussels now
Vers plus de bien-être
To greater well-being
A one year long model
A one year long party
First V+ exhibition
A new way of working
Orange skai
Brussels 2000 European capital of culture
Brussels 2000 European capital of culture
Expo 58
Philips Pavillon Le Corbusier

Expo 58
The Joyful Belgium and the Atomium
33,000 beer crates
Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of volumes brought together in light.
We have never been modern
A room made of plaster bags
Cinéma Nova entrance hall
Cinéma Sauvenière - (2004-2009)
1. How to start an architecture office before Instagram?
2. Some tricks to identify a good architecture?
3. A house and a new faculty of architecture
1. Intensify the thickness of places
2. The form builds the order
3. The project as an articulation of narratives
Ancienne vue de la cour.
Un monstre.
Les derniers gravats de l’usine Flam.
Frans ajoute au sol un appareillage ‘sauvage’ et nous interroge : faut-il garder les briques brisées ?
Les numéros des maisons sont traditionnellement inscrits sur une longueur d’une brique et une hauteur de deux rangées.
4.
Cultivate trust (with a smile)
5. “Don’t avoid your responsibilities: take care of the form, it is in it that you will rediscover man.”. Luigi Snozzi
1. How to start an architecture office before Instagram?
2. Some tricks to identify a good architecture?
3. Our house
The plot

Our appartment
5 YEARS LATER
1. How to start an architecture office before Instagram?
2. Some tricks to identify a good architecture?
3. Our house
«THERE IS NOTHING TO INVENT, EVERYTHING IS TO BE FOUND AGAIN»
Luigi Snozzi
«VARIETY IS THE PRELUDE TO MONOTONY, IF YOU WANT TO AVOID IT REPEAT YOUR ELEMENT» Luigi Snozzi
«VARIETY IS THE PRELUDE TO MONOTONY, IF YOU WANT TO AVOID IT REPEAT YOUR ELEMENT» Luigi Snozzi
«VARIETY IS THE PRELUDE TO MONOTONY, IF YOU WANT TO AVOID IT REPEAT YOUR ELEMENT» Luigi Snozzi
HOW NOT TO BE ASHAMED
OF WHAT WE LEAVE BEHIND
Can building still be done simply?
Can building still be done simply?
Can building still be done simply?
Reprise en sous-oeuvre du mitoyen existant

Armatures en attente

giron : 23.00 cm
marche : 26.00 cm
nez : 3 cm
contre-marche : 18.11 cm
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A.M. Bureau vers plus de bien-être
Rue le Lorrain, 82
1080 Molenbeek - Saint-Jean

TEL: +32 2 428 38 79
FAX: +32 2 513 21 41
MAIL: data@vplus.org

TEL: +32 0476 34 23 93
MAIL: thierry@vplus.org

Avenue Albert 2 F19
1190 BXL

MAISON
DECUYPERE DAEMS

PARCELLE CADASTRALE
1190 BXL
AVENUE JUPITER 172
MAISON

JUPITER
The brick as an actor in itself
The brick as an actor in itself
The brick as an actor in itself
Less performance more durability
Materials stories
Materials stories
Materials stories
Materials stories
Plants and birds
HVALA...